
FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

RE-INTRODUCTIONS &
LANGUAGE THAT CONVERTS

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.
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What do you do?

Whom do you help?

How do you do it?

Why do you do it?

 
 PRO

CRAST.

  

SHOW UP AGAIN!

NEED 
AND

WANT

WHO KNOWS YOU AND KNOWS WHAT YOU DO?

RE-INTRODUCTION

It's important to periodically re-
introduce yourself on social media and
in your emails. 
As your account grows, more people
won't be clear on what you do.

It’s been a while since I’ve introduced
myself properly on LinkedIn so if you are
fairly new to following me or you just
don’t know much about me - keep on
reading!  

Which platforms will you re-introduce yourself on?



 

Free.    Promise.    100%
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SUBJECT LINES (GETTING THE EMAIL OR POST OPENED)

LANGUAGE THAT CONVERTS

What grabs your attention when
you're reading an email or post subject
line?

What is the greatest
NEED and/or

PROBLEM that your
patients come to see

you for?
 
 
 

Scrapbook email subject
lines that intrigued you to

open it.

Ready to get those shin
splints sorted for marathon

season?

The subject line
must deliver on

the promise.

Re-ignite engagement with a cold
email list:

Is this something you might consider?
May I ask you a question?

You're invited..

Call now. Book now. Take action

ALL CAPS  Urgent. Medicine.
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PERSPECTIVE

LANGUAGE THAT CONVERTS

We write emails from our own perspective, but we should write them
from the patient or potential referrers's perspective..

Change your sentence structure whenever possible to use
the word 'YOU', instead of 'I' or 'WE'.

Don't let the first sentence of the email contain an 'I' or 'WE'
statement.
Start with a question that will engage the reader.

I want...
I want to talk to you about..

I want to tell you...
I want to let you know...

Would you?
Would you be open to?

Would you consider?
Would you be interested to

know?

I know..
I know what you're thinking?

I know you know this...
I know you're considering...

Is this something you'd
agree with?

Have you heard this?
Is this something you're

considering?



 

 
 

 

 

CREATING CURIOSITY WHEN MEETING PEOPLE

LANGUAGE THAT CONVERTS

.

 
 'Here Kitty Kitty' 

When someone asks you
'How are you?'... 

When someone asks you
'What do you do?'..

When someone asks you
'What do you do?'..


